














THE MOST FAMOUS MAN IN 
THE ENTIRE WORLD!!!!! 

m Uncle Ronald “Mad 
Dog McDonald” 

Reagan OR Lord Frederick 
Lucan Of Mercury! It IS, in fact, 
Chris De Burgh!!!!!!!? The self 
same “balladeer” who croons on 

aroud in a red frock or 
something! So tell us, 
Christopher, just how famous 

area though the people beyond 

extremely well. It’s not as if I 
haven’t had hit singles before 
because I have all over the 
world so I don’t exactly have to 
lie in my bed at night yearning 
for a hit in Britain because it’s 
just a bonus for me as an 
already firmly established 

Oh. So who exactly... are 

•e do I begin? I was 

ial people who 
veiled. I’ve also 

lived in Africa, Malta, in tl 
Mediterranean and finally 

guitar and sing to them - so 
before I even considered 
becoming professional I’d 
already done hundreds of living 

d a quarter of 
I’ve had seven 

between, though, I went to 
university and a public school 
called Marlborough and one o 

concert in the autumn sold c 
in three days'.” 

Well! So how come. . . er,Bitz 
has never even heard of you? 

“Er. . . well, it’s a question of 
profile. In Britain you only have 
a high profile if you have a hit 
single - which isn’t really my 

appear naveg 
l< «n<mi ast<> 

gawd. Mind you^perhaps the 

Q: Why is there an escaped convict from 
Dartmoor standing in the middle of The 
Cure when it is Robert Smith who is 
usually seen standing in the middle of The 
Cure? 

A: Because it’s not an escaped convict 
from Dartmoor at all... and it IS Robert 
Smith - he’s just got himself a new hair-do 
which isn’t really a hair-do at all because 
there’s no hair there whatsoever (give or 
take a “strand” or two)!! Coorks. 
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vt 'biitsS 
They like Led Zeppelin and Genesis, they think they’re “pretty boring” blokes 

and they’re the first pop group ever to put Egremont on the map. 
Interview: Nick Kelly 



FIVE STAR: A D 
Tinkering with model cars, booting footballs thri 

beyond the galaxy and trying to catcN 
as Sylvia Patterson (words) an^ 

have been up for ages - 
_ they've all got their make-up on I 

te strange doorbell and they’re taking on the 
normal daily tasks chez Five I 
Star. In the large and well 
kitted-out kitchen, a be-scarfed 1 
and pinnied Doris is doing the I 

peach and white-painted vision 
that is home to her five rr 
famous sons and daught 
snug in deepest Romford. Now 
this we already know - but 
Smash Hits, being the fount of 
all pop knowledge (hem hem), 

“It's been left to me today,” 
te huffs. “It's usually left to 
le of the girls - the boys are 

never very keen. I always do 
this with rubber gloves on, 
though -1 can’t stand getting 1 
my hands wet. It’s not good Tor j 
them! I’ll just finish tl—1- 

member has joined them anc 
^they’ve suddenly become a 
m refurbished family brigade by 

he name of Six Star! Can thi 
je true? Stepping over the 
hreshold straight into the lari 
L—*- living room there's no 

a latest son or daughter 
-‘-all bide our time 

pile of 
line in 

ile of clothes fresh from the 
garden. She 

rather shyly and dumps 
clothes on a work-top - no 

jbt left for the ironing power 
drs. P. Into the living-roor 
' jaunts where Stedman, 

iniece and Delray have 
ippeared and are gleefully 
Hatching the video of 
hemselves for their new sin 
Find The Time”. 

lagazine - their self-; 
ratures beaming out 
-ckpage. 

‘Ooooooh... doesn't my hail 
' nice there?” she pipes on 

;t I do like it short. I have to - loads of goldfish in the pond. 
>ris cut it! She cuts all our } They were here when the last 
iir. She never aets hers cut - people had the house. And 

some of them I’ve got from 
funfairs. What I really want to 
do, though, is catch a really big 
carp - the biggest I’ve caught 
is only 10 inches so I want one 

Iit just grows and grows...” 
Returning to perusing the last 
issue of Smash Hits, she pipes 
"Ooooh! Samantha Fox has 
reviewed the singles! I think 
she's got a lovely face." 
_ _Delray, 1 

having a look for himself. 
,”Mmmn, yes... I suppose so. 
I We’ve been reviewed! (Reads 
aloud.) ‘I think they're a very 
beautiful family - like 
something out of Hollywood.’ 
That’s nice, isn't it?” 

jt a foot and a half apart.) 
:’s amazing, you know - 

in there that lets me stroke 

(Groo!) I wonder what's wrong 
with the fountain? It’s usually 
much higher than this - it must 

Fed up with looking at 
themselves, they all whizz out 
.into the garden. *"-- ‘~ 

. frogs in the pond as 
They come from the la 

_hop over the wall and ji 
in the pond! It’s a shame, 

ring her once-flowing 
fOh well, at least I can wa 

"every day now... at least 
feels better. I did fancy a 
change I suppose.. . No, 

quiet Stedman, that is, who though, because wl_ 
[slopes off into the Five Star like it is today they jump oi 
office - where Mr Buster and get dried up on the 
“Daddy" Pearson is conducting concrete. So if I ever see any 
the family business (about spawn, I put it back in the lake, 
which he’s not revealing very There’s a lot of hearbreak in a 
much). Could this be where the pond...” 
' atest member of the group is? Jings! Delray enjoys a good 
’eeking through the door jiatter about his fish pond - but 
here’s a desk and lots of very ^Kve, after all, have got a new 
ixpensive stereo equipment - ^ Star to find! Is he/she lurking 
‘-being . Mmmn... behind the tree at the top of the 

big, well-kept 
sun is a-beaming 
e girls are sitting 

[around drinking raspberryade 
am “floats" while _ ice-cream - - 

ilroy is hovering around 1 
-1, situated at the bottom oi 

awn beside a charmingly 
_ jmsome rockery. 
“This is my fish-pond!” he 
--‘around 10 carp 

..nd/caught th_... 
.Well, some of my friends 
-aught them for me too... We 

at them from the lake just over 
he back of the house. We’re 
supposed to though, so 

t’t tell anybody. There’s 

garden? No. But Deniece is. 
“This was once a really long 

Sbranch", she reveals, pointing 
kto the sawn-off stump two feet 
from the bottom of the trunk. 
"We all used to swing on that 
when we were young! And look 
at this." (Points to a fascinating 
piece of grass.) “We had a cat 
called Schmoo that died and 

ifhat’s where she’s buried. 
There’s a cockatoo in there as 
well. Schmoo was very sad, 
though,because she never 
grew. Her mum had cancer or 
something and she just stayed 
- only lasted a year 

le was lovely - great bii 



AY IN THE LIFE 
jugh giant weeds, musing about alien beings from 
l a carp. . .It’s all go down in Romford 



FIVE STAR: A DAY IN THE LIFE 

test hobby - mat 

oraVcoupleofen 

and Holland, out tumbles a pile 
of... well, useless objects, 
basically. Soaps, talcs, statues 
of the Eiffel Tower, statues r‘ 
The Statue Of Liberty, 

ft doing t. 
months,” he confides on the 
way back outside (so he can 
spray one of the cars metallic 
blue). “They’re made up from 
kits and after you’ve sprayed 
the body, you attach all the 

. parts underneath like the 
steering lock and then the 
engine, which you have to | 
in great detail. I love doing the 
tiny intricate bits - sometimes 
can do this all day and do 
nothing else. Look at that 
Cadillac,” he orders, pointing to 

photograph in the world of all of I 
us.” (Points to not-very- 
flattering photograph from 
some overseas pop paper.) 

“It’s not much of a work ol 
art, the scrapbook -1 just slap j 
them in!” And, so saying, ?ho 

'v-fblaps in the last feature fro 

says Delroy, unpinning the tell¬ 
tale suit and taking it to the 
patio where a tiny, tiny kitten is 
lying in snoozesome slumber. 

“That’s Puppy!" 
. kitten called Puppy?? 
We bought her for 

.Mummy for her birthday - she's 
iD- rmese. I’m not sure why 

immy called her Puppy...” 
Telroy lays the sequinned 
t, emblazoned with the Five 

“logo” (which should now 
Six Star) beside her - the 

...fumble. The suit is 
pawed a bit but Puppy hasn’t 
quite got the hang of this pop 
star lark. Perhaps they're better 
off just being Five Star after 

i!” calls Doris, 
ushering everyone (except 
Puppy) into the living room for 

*0? 

Smash Hits, wielding her Pritt- V 
generally not looking I 

tic at all. 
'I don’t collect anything 

/anymore, ” says Doris on her 
|way by. “I think I've outgrown 

going out on my bike!” 
decides Deniece on her way 

' off she goes for a quick 

blethering - but 
te very far in our 

quest, have we? Could, 
perchance, the new group 
member be lurking up a tree? 
Out in the garden there’s only 
Delroy skulking by his pond 
(fancy that). Hold on! What’s 
’’ at rustling by the bush? 

“That's John," says Delroy 

' “ ’—rtf The sixth member of 

, he is - he's my cat. He I 
’ all of us but I’m the steps, 

seds him. He's very “r'~ 
very gentle. ” 

Boo! The rumours ~ 
.. But wt 

bl , 
ned Pe 
atone far 

demonstrate... One tw 
m dum de de dum di 

-.- Pearson washing line? iS Oe-oer Tin-.. ,r .v 
There's two blue sequinned Perhaps it’s time to bid the 

'-- —-- family Pearson farewell. 
____ Mum sees us safely to th 

member of the household r ” -' ““- 
smallest person that ever 

door and with a wave ahoy we 
leave them to their practising 
and hobbying, their pampering 
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HOLLYWOOD 
BEYOND 

He used to be a hippie, a mod, a heavy metal fan and “an African 
dictator gone wrong” who loved rolling around in dirt. Now, he tells 

Chris Heath, he’s a pop star who loves rolling around in dirt! 





THE JESUS 
AND MARY CHAIN 
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(S) 7" (RT 193) B/W VICAR IN A TUTU 12" (RTT193) WITH EXTRA TRACK THE DRAIZE TRAIN 



• GARY KEMP . used to spit on doctors’ doorsteps 
• MARTIN KEMP . . . used to pretend to be a cow 
• JOHN KEEBLE . . . used to build drums out of old tins 
• STEVE NORMAN . used to swallow bits of cars 
• TONY HADLEY . . . used to dissect beetles with a surgeon’s kit 
• BUT NOW they’re five pop swanks and rich beyond belief. This is . . . 

SPANDAU BALLET 

it was 1979. They had a"manager - 
schoolfriend Steve Dagger who wa- 

it the London Schr 

. It was Steve Dagger, 
uggested Martin Kemp - 
tint,” explains Gary, 

Gary had always?>een one for dressing 
up and going out, and when new night 
clubs like Billy's and Blitz started up for 
young London “trendies", the five of 
them became regulars. Unlike punk 
clubs, supposedly full of pi 
spikey hair “gobbing" and 

block why not stand out a mile from it? 
And so they did. “We may have only 

been on £20 a week on the dole,” says 
Martin, “but we were down Soho having 
nights out every day of the week. * 

And alongside them at the St/tafclub 
were a host of famous and soon-to-be 
famous people: Steve Strange (singer for 
Visage, now in Strange Cruise) was the 
doorperson,the c' 

Post-Punk Blank Po 

people tried to dress up as extravagantly was often Boy George, and Marilyn could 
ind individually as possible. be found collecting glasses. Later, when 

"Working people," rationalised Gary a this “scene" was discovered by the 

these five youngsters from North London 
went to dress up and dance to records 
by David Bowie, Roxy Music and trendy 
European electronic disco groups like 
Kraftwerk. And it was this music that 
they’d try to copy as they rehearsed 
away under the name The Gentry. ^ 

However, just before their first concert! 
- on 17 November 1979 at 11 o'clock on I 
a Saturday morning in front of an invited ~ 







quickly did. The hits-“Lifeline”, 
"Communication" - got bigger and 
bigger until they finally reached numbe 
one with “True”. This was the life, the 
seemed to decide. Touring was “like 
going to Benidorm for two weeks” (i.e 
bit chaotic but rather good fun, one 
presumes). And Gary seemed to have 
completely forgotten the statement he' 
made in August 1981 ahnut wantinn 
“Spandau Ballet to 

had decided that they hat .... 
splitting up for a long, long while - and 
not just because they were so 
successful: "We all fove each other," 
explained Martin, "it's like a big family. 
It sounds corny but it’s not.” 

In 1984, rich and famous, they turned 
up for the Band Aid "Do They Know It's 
Christmas?" recording "session" in a 
limousine (something that greatly 
embarrassed them - they blamed the 
record company) and released another 
album, “Parade”, (similarto “True” but 
not as good, even if it did include 
"Highly Strung”, the only pop song ever 
to feature the Tines “She used to be a 

record company, Chrysalis, mainly 
because the group thought it was the 
company's fault that they hadn't had 
millions of hits in America, the biggest 
"market” in the world. "It’s important 
for us to be successful everywhere, ” 
explained Gary, “especially America 
because America invented it all - the 
whole thing was their idea." 

So the group spent most of 1985 and 
the first half of 1986 writing and 
recording songs while their manager, 
Steve Dagger, fought in the courts to 
terminate their Chrysalis contract. In the 
meantime, Tony was doing things like 
jumping on stage with Queen in New 
Zealand, Gary improved his collection ol 

in 1985-at Live Aid-showed 
i if they’re now the sort of 
roll" group they had previously 

o disapprove of, they were-'* 
...ry always 
to go round saying^' I only want 

remembers, “of how many more 
important things there are for young 
people to do. It's partly a guilt complex, 
I suppose. You realise you've got 
ridiculous sums of money to fritter away 
and others don't even have any work." 
And so, for Gary, Live Aid wasn't 
enough. He started turning up with his 
acoustic guitar all over the place - at the 
Snowball revue for battered women last 
Christmas, on the Red Wedge tour this 
spring and at the Artists Against spring ani 

he’d decided that music wasn i jum, as 
he’d said before, “about enjoying 
yourself, looking good and having a laugh. ” 

Right now, though, Spandau Ballet 
are all back concentrating on the group 
itself with a new single," Fight For 
Ourselves", an album, "Through The 
Barricades", to follow, and continuing 

“You worry if your name is ever going 
to be remembered," says Gary, 
" because what we' re all after as artists is 
immortality. I don’tthinkanyone can 
deny that." 





The cheque accoun 

Open an account with us and well arm you with a T5B cheque 
booh and, if you're earning, a cheque card. 

You'll find them welcomed anywhere in the country, and they 
won't cost you a penny if you stay in credit. 

You'll also get a Bpeedbank card for instant cash. And, for 15 



t you needl sewn up. 
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to 19 5, exclusive discounts on clothes, tapes, albums, videos-even 
keyboards. 

Mo other bank offers you so much. But then 
no other bank's likeT5B;stop by at any branch and 
we'll show you. 

mo 
The bank that likes to say YE5 



MIAMI SOUND MACHINE 

FALLING IN LOVE (UH-QH) 

i*r- 
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NEW SINGLE 
OUT NOW 











YOU ALWAYS GET 
THE UNEXPECTED WITH 
SIGUE SIGUE SPUTNIK. 
THIS TIME IT’S A FREE 
12 SINGLE FROM HMV. 

As you’d expect, Sigue Sigue 

Sputnik’s latest album ‘Flaunt It’ 

is blatantly outrageous. 

Buy it from HMV and you’re in 

for an even bigger shock. 

It features re-mixes of‘Rocket 

Man USA;‘She’s My Man’and an in 

depth interview with the band. 

The single also comes free 

with the ‘Flaunt It’ box set, which 

contains the album and Sigue 

Sigue Sputnik booklet for £6.49. 

But there are only 1,000 

copies of the 12" single available 

in our stores. 

With every album or cassette 

at £5.29 we’re giving away an 

exclusive 12" single. 
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Use Shockwaves Wet Gel for a glossy hold that looks weV?^C>e 
I Or get creative with the phenomenal lift anc 



Samantha Fox ♦ Touch Me 

Sigue Sigue Sputnik ♦ Flaunt It The Communards ♦ The Communards 

We’ve got it. 
Record Departments throughout Britain, with a huge selection of albums, 7" and 12" singles, tapes, accessories and record tokens. 



FALCO 
JEANNY 
(ENGLISH & GERMAN LANGUAGE VERSIONS) 

ON 7" & SPECIAL 3-TRACK 12" 

NEW 12" NOW FEATURES "JEANNY ENGLISH LANGUAGE EXTENDED MIX" 

PLUS "ROCK ME AMADEUS '86 EDIT- EXTENDED" ftM 
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FILM 
SID AND 
NANCY 
(18, 92 minutes) 

■ (with money^provided by Sex 

SEE W,iaT YOU’RE MISSING 

REVIEW 







PRESENTS 

m 
NOISE 

in concert at 
HAMMERSMITH 

ODEON 

ANatWest 

SHI0DC1B 
Account Holders 

100 
TICKETS 

{MAXIMUM OF 2 PER APPLICANT) 
m ONLY HAVE ICO TICKETS, SO ITS FIRST 

COME FIRST SERVED. 

^ill in your application^ 
now and send it f 
MUSiCPLAN, 
12 Ogle Street, 
London W1P 7LG 

On Line Account Number 

NatWest Branch:_ 



“WHAT I REALLY WANT FOR MY 16TH BIRTHDAY IS AN ARC-WELDING KIT.” 

If you’re leaving school at 16, you can start on 

the 2 year YTS. You could find yourself learning 

arc-welding or soldering. You might prefer to try 

plumbing or plastering. The choice is yours. 

Even if you begin as an arc-welder, you may find 

you'd rather learn to do something else. 

No problem. You'll get the chance to change. 

And by the time you’re 18, or soon after, you’ll 

have experience and skills to offer plus a certificate 

to prove it. Three things that’ll give you a good chance 

of a permanent job. 

So if you’re 15 and have a birthday coming up, 

find out about the YTS. It could give you 

just what you’re looking for. 

THE NEW 2 YEAR YTS. TRAINING FOR SKILLS. ACTION 
FORIOBS 



*ftH;JTEASER 
Birmingham Odeon (10), Ipswich 

30), Bournemouth International (November 2), Brighton Centre (3), 

sSin 

DR OF SOUTH AFRICA AND 

For three days only The Worlds Best 7 single 

SALE 
All 7 singles down to £!.45-July 31, August 1,2. 

The World’s Best Music Sale is on at HMV from July 18th to August 9th. HBS81 
There are massive reductions on albums, blank and pre-recorded cassettes, blank RSmNH 

video tapes and for three days only all 7" singles are down to £1.45 - But remember 
the 7" single sale is only on July 31st and August 1st and 2nd. So hurry! 

The World’s Best Music Stores. 





Hello, pop snoots! Welcome to the extremely twingorilliant Smash Hits 

true or false quiz 







THE NEW SINGLE 

OUT NOW 

ON 7" & SPECIAL 4-TRACK 12' 

DOCTOR & THE MEDICS DEBUT ALBUM 

“LAUGHING AT THE PIECES” 

IS OUT RIGHT NOW ON ALBUM AND CASSETTE. 

FEATURING THE No.l SINGLE “SPIRIT IN THE SKY” 



Dear Black Type, 
Ode to Samantha Fox 

(Sniiiiiiiiiip!) 
The Lost Plectrum, London. 

Coo, sniiiipped in the nick of time 
there, viewers. Not a very nice 
way to start the day, I can tell 
you - a gmzlyveree that goes on 

Samantha Fox was nothing more 

designed to cash in on the fame 

'LETTERS 
favourite he is today, Ronald 
earned a few meagre "pence" for 
himself as an author. He attained 
great international status for his 
romantic "novels" and many 
enthusiastic critics claimed him to 

Ms Barbara "Cart" Land. 
Unfortunately, all of Ronald’s books 
are now out of print and this page is 

TheFi^OTheEbb,which some ' 
busy sycophants consider to be his 

e.g. Basil “boom boom” Brush (of 
Basil Brush’s Parsley Garden - 
available at all good novelty 

GuuuuuuuurOOOOOOOO! Let us 
press hastily on. Yes, let’s... 

Dear Black Type, 
Why oh why oh why oh why did 

you let Samantha Fox do the singles 
reviews {July 16)7 Not only did she 
tell us her entire life story and what 
posters she has on her wall but she 
also criticised Prince for his beliefs 
in God^and The Smiths for writing 

Fox went on to criticise Simply Red 

speak for ycurseif. dearie... (Loads 
of unprintable abuse here. - B.T.) 
Richard Eden. Ealing, London. 

Heard Of Fox The Fox, Somewhere 
In The Cosmos, Just To The Left Of 
Rock's Lost Nova. 

Oh unmerciful heavens!! Is there 
no escape from the clutches of 

Stubbs when one is in need of 
some intellectual stimulus, I ask 
you? Upon my soul, things have 
come to a pretty pass. (Still, at 
least they banned her from the 
Common“wealth” Games. Or was 

hard to teU, isn’t it?) 

So last year we had Live Aid to 
help Ethiopia followed by many 

think wha^RDb^SJflfidw^'truly 

why was there so little coverage of 

concert of 1986? Is it toopolitical for 
the likes of us lesser mortals? 

That concert was to thank the 
people who had taken part in the 
Anti-Apartheid rallies. I am proud 

Thank you Jerry for a brilliant 
concert, and let's hope South Africa 
get the sanctions it needs. 
Karen Brown, Hemel Hempstead, 

And “Ebb”, one^can only ^ 

is a “joke” that I made up all by 
myself and did not filch, I can 

swizzaway British Telecom 

“Humour”line featuring Mr Ted 
Rogers of 3-2-1 infamy because 

moment, the only sense I could 
get out of him was “What do you 
call a man with a pair of Y-fronts 
on his nose?” or something which 
utterly failed to raise the merest 
titter. It’s all very odd. But you, 

peculiar name), qualify for this 
week’s record token’n’tea towel 
jamboree bag. Hurrah!!! 

us draw a veil over this lively 
correspondence (e.g. the 
700,000000000,00000000000000000) 

Dear Terry Roberts, 
We have Kate Bush. Send 

££,000,000 to me now or she gets it. 
Dear Black Type, 

Life is funny - so full of little 
coincidences that happen just after 

paramount quality) and forge 
ahead once more. Yes, let’s... 

Dear Black Type, 
Reading Bitz the other day {July 

16) I was horrified to see a serious 

Thank you. I shall pass your note 

Smash Hits for the past five years. 
For all those years of reading I only 
have one complaint. 

M XJ Prince's Trust concert, for instance. 
Mr McCartney played “I Saw Her 
Standing There" which was the tirst 
track on the Grst Beatles album and 
he also played ’’Get Back” which is 
the last track on the last Beatles 
album. Elton John introduced 
Macca on stage and Elton's first 

omission in the 20th Century Fox 
piece (i.e. the bit about people in 
pop music called “Fox"). Why, in 
my own record collection I have a 

called Fox who are not the band 
called Fox from the 70s. It is on the 
Malaco label and wassent to me 

called"StMeFree"and Htodf ^ 

In the July 2 issue you had many 
concert reviews. But where was the 
review on the Anti-Apartheid free 
concert, which took place on June 
28 at Clapham Common? There 
were approximately 200,000 people 

Wham! concert - and it was purely 

Peter Gabriel, StingandMly Bragg 

Look - if none of your so-called 

m album entered the charts the same 
week as the Beatles last album: 
23.5.70. One door closes, another 
opens. Do you believe in ESP? 
Richard Robson, Cottingham, Hull. 

Crikes! One door closes, another 
opens - how right you are, with 
particular reference to an 

O’Twingo’s Bingo Patisserie the 
other evening featuring none 

on a bad day and Samanfa “triffic!" 
Fox, though I don’t know if they are 
related. Whatever, I think it is an 

1 unforgiveable oversight on Bite's 
1 part which must be rectified. Who 
|are the 1986 FoX? We should be 

do a review for you just to let all 
your readers know what a brilliant 

it. An<?io publicise the efforUhe 
performers took towards the fight 
against Apartheid. 

Great Entrepreneurs Of The 
World. Part One: 

Ronald McDonald 
^Before becoming the figurehead 

company and the much loved 

the most boring man in the world, 

took umbrage when the bingo 
croupier or whatever they’re 
called drew one of the ping-pong 
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Free? Nescafe Frappe shaker! 
On the previous two pages, you’ve 

seen how to make Nescafe Frappe- (if you 
missed it, turn back IMMEDIATELY!) 

Now, you can make Nescafe Frappe 
without its special shaker, just as you can 
saw logs with a nailfile. 

But since this shaker’s free with just 
one Nescafe jar-label, as illustrated, send off 
for it today. And have an iced day soon. 

Have an iced day... 



When life doesn’t seem that great, heroin might seem a great way to 
have a few laughs. 

But it isn’t long before the fun turns into a bad joke. You’ll start looking ill, 
losing weight and feeling like death. 

You'll lose control of your mind as well as your health. And eventually you 
might even risk death. 

So if a friend offers you heroin, don’t treat it as a joke. 
Otherwise heroin might have | 

the last laugh. HEROIN SCREWS YOU UP 



SMASH HITS 

Hiya pop pickers! Lulu here - bonnie 
wee hitstress of yesteryear at your 
service tee hee! Gosh! Just thought 

Td ‘pop’ - tee hee - in and tell you what’ll 
be going on in the next issue of Freeman's 

catalogue... oh, whoops-a-daisy! Silly 
me... I mean, of course, Smash Hits'. It 

really is a super pop mag, don’t you think? I 
get it from my newsagent every fortnight 

and I think it’s jolly good value for just 45p 





WAY 





ran the co-operative bank 




